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President’s Report
The Importance of Planning
Back in the Fall of 1999, this community hired an experienced arborist to
draft a strategic plan for re-landscaping our community. At that time we
had a number of problems: developer-planted trees were very old, planted too close to homes, were subject to pests and disease, and generally
made our community look old and uncared for, plus there was reliance
on too many of the same specie.
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The resulting 21-page report made some very impressive recommendations; the chief one was that if the Association went ahead with these,
then experience has shown that many residents will follow suit with new
landscaping on their own properties. This claim was fulfilled and then
some, as within a year, 103 of our 158 homes had indeed upgraded their
own plantings.
Hallcrest, for its part, did remove many of the offending trees – Weeping
Willows, Sycamores, Cherry trees, Crabapples and others that were old,
sick, or planted in the wrong place. The Association followed this up by
hiring several landscapers to come on two successive Saturdays and give
free advice to those interested.
I mention all of this because this month, the Association is sending out
a comprehensive survey to determine residents’ ideas, concerns, and
suggestions on a number of important issues, such as speed bumps,
playgrounds, handicapped sidewalk ramps, lighting, parking, signage,
emergency response, security, available skills, volunteer efforts, needed
committees and events. To help our planning efforts in the months
ahead, I urge every household to spend the time to go over the survey
form and respond as soon as you can. This will help our Board of Directors set priorities, allocate resources, and report back at our Annual Meeting this Fall.
It should be emphasized that this is a planning effort, not a yes or no vote
on individual projects. The Board expects to hear not only pros and cons
but cogent arguments and researched facts with due consideration given
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Reminders:
Return all trash containers
to yards after pick up.
Blue recycling bins should not
be left on the front stoop.
Seek AC approval before
any changes to home’s
outside appearance.
Leave outside lights on
(front & rear) on at night
for security.
Pick up after your dog!

THANKS!
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to timing, costs, volunteer efforts, specifics, and offers of help. I fully expect to get advice from real estate
agents, elected representatives, other HOAs, and appropriate county agencies to find out not only what is doable, but what affects market values, what might produce grants or other financial assistance, as well as potential problem areas.
The survey form is accessible on line at http://hallcrestheights.org/survey html. We will deliver a printed form
to those without internet access. The Association will accept up to two survey responses per household. We
have done surveys before, and we have gotten up to a 60% return – which is an amazing response. We are hopeful that this more comprehensive survey will produce similar results.

GARDEN TOUR
Plan to stroll the neighborhood on Flag Day, Sunday, June 14, for our annual Garden Tour. Gardens are exhibited from 2 to 4 pm and identified by American flags at each site. A flyer listing which gardens are on display
will follow in early June. This is a great opportunity to spend time with neighbors and find inspiration for your
own home and garden.

THANKS FOR VOLUNTEERS
The Annual Hallcrest Volunteer Day on April 25 was a huge success. Nineteen volunteers contributed their time
and accomplished four important tasks: picked up storm-caused branches; painted needy spots in common
area railings, pulled vines off of trees, and, most importantly, spread half the huge pile of wood chips from the
recently-removed Sycamore tree along most of our perimeter path that runs near our sound wall. We even had
a non-resident owner and a recent resident join the volunteer throng, who gave two hours of their time to make
our community look its best. The Association is most grateful to these public-spirited folks to do tasks that are
just not economic to contract out. (See pictures of these efforts on page 7).

NEW CONTRACTORS
From time to time, residents offer suggestions of contractors who have performed well. Here are the most recent:
• Mills Tree service outbid and out-performed Davey in removing a huge Sycamore tree.
They can be reached at 540-937-3815, or web site www.millstreeservice.net.
• WOW 1 DAY PAINTING. Contact Craig Merrils at 202-361-8839.
• Tyburn Home Repair. Dan Fleig at 703-304-5786 or tyburnrepair@gmail.com
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ACCESSIBILITY RAMPS
Over the past ten years, several residents have enquired about the possibility of the Association installing accessibility ramps at several places along our front sidewalks. Since our streets are private, they are not subject to
state and federal law requiring this feature. However, for residents who might want such a capability included
in our concrete work in the next year, we have decided to look into the “how’s”,” where’s”, and costs of such an
addition. For those interested in such an inclusion, there are a few facts that must be considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The curb and gutter on designated locations must be removed.
The sidewalk involved must be reconfigured down to street level.
The width of the ramp must be tailored to a single wheelchair or stroller.
The number and cost of these ramps must fit within our budget.
A schedule, once location is identified, must be determined since the number of ramps wanted cannot be
accomplished in a single year.
The special pavement feature for blind people is not necessary.

Residents have been asked in the recently-announced survey how they feel about such a project. VDOT has
been asked for a template on the design of such ramps that is suitable for our private streets. Preliminarily, our
concrete contractor was asked for an estimate per ramp and he reported that it would be in the neighborhood
of $2500. This would be the case if we were to meet the specific provisions of the Americans with Disabilities
Act. Hallcrest may not be subject to this if our private streets are the location. The Association will get a legal
opinion on this.
If the survey results show that such facilities are wanted, the Board will set up a special committee to pursue the
various aspects of such a project.

GOOD NEWS ON WATER RATES
When our community’s water and sewer service transitioned from the City of Falls Church to Fairfax Water, the
Association supported the move basically because we were told that the big benefit would be lower water rates.
When asked when exactly that would happen, we were told they had to do a two year capital study to determine
the new rate. That study was completed early, and a notice from Fairfax Water said that for customers such as
Hallcrest the proposed new rate would be $2.55 per 1,000 gallons. That’s a big savings over the rate we have
been paying - $3.27 per 1,000 gallons. So far the service and responsiveness from Fairfax Water has been excellent, so residents should be thrilled at this news. If anyone has any questions, their customer service number
is 703-698-5800.
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SALES & RENTALS
The status of real estate sales and rentals in Hallcrest remains strong. For rentals, about 8 rentals will be coming up soon, mostly at homes where the current tenant is at the end of their lease. Monthly rates seem to have
stabilized in the neighborhood of about $2900/month.
As for sales, recent sales have been well over $650,000 and time on the market has dropped. Indications are that
at least four or five homes will soon be on the market at prices getting ever closer to $700,000. The new Silver
Line Metro service and the prospect of two new sidewalk projects connecting us to the McLean station appear
to be increasing property values. Also, the fact that so many of our homes have upgraded and remodeled basic
features has helped on a comparative basis.

INTERNATIONAL COOKOUT
Hallcrest’s collection of international flags (from every country represented by residents over 10 years) now
totals 50! This year, we will be adding the flags of Croatia and Lebanon, thanks to new move-ins. Thus, Dibner
Park will be hosting this popular event on Saturday, June 6 from 1 to 4 PM. As usual, we are asking residents
who have ties to other countries to prepare a dish associated with that country to share with neighbors… and,
boy, have we had some spectacular treats at past cookouts! The Association will supply hamburgers, hotdogs,
chips, cookies and soft drinks, along with buns and condiments. If it rains (it wouldn’t dare!) we’ll do it all the
next day. Hopefully, we will have the attendance of the McLean Volunteer Fire department’s antique engine
so the children can climb on it and ring the bell. Come and meet some of our new neighbors and enjoy treats
galore!

RESULTS OF ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL REVIEW
This is second year for our new architectural review process, which was redesigned to be clearer, fairer and
much more simple. Such a system is the key to both consistency and the way to make sure our community
looks its best. Instead of handwritten notes, this system attempts to categorize problem areas, yet be more specific about what constitutes a violation of our guidelines and what problem areas a resident should be aware of
so that these do not become a violation at a future inspection. Both Virginia law and our own documents specify
what the process should be and what the HOA can do to correct maintenance problems. Last year, there were
over 110 problems cited affecting 88 homes. Most of the violations were successfully addressed. This year there
were 89 problems cited affecting only 57 homes. Clearly most residents/owners have been diligent in addressing obvious problems. While there were a few glitches, the software we are using has been fixed to correct
these. Board member John Aranha is the software genius who blessed us all by doing this. We were most fortunate to have an experienced squad of inspectors who undertook the review process and submitted their reports
to the AC Board member. The process states that violations must be addressed within 60 days, or explanations
given as to why not, otherwise charges can be assessed. Our thanks to all who participated and to those who
undertake to correct the maintenance problems.
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CRITICAL DETAILS ON JUNE & JULY STREETS PROJECT
Every Hallcrest resident needs to take note and be aware of what will be required of them during the upcoming
streets repair project, now scheduled for June 9 and 10 and for July 20 through August 8. The Association will be
spending $41,000 to patch, reseal, fill pavement cracks and re-stripe all four of our streets. Parking will be disrupted, access to all three sections of the community will be restricted in turn, off-site parking will be provided and
towing enforced.
This is a project that is undertaken every four years, so we have lots of experience in managing the essentials of the
work. We do this because it is the only way to extend the life of our pavement, which will now expire and have to
be totally re-paved in 2019.
The company we have retained performed this project for us in 2009. Then, even with such a major disruption,
everything went smoothly, there were no incursions (which could have ruined the new surface), we had a dozen or
so volunteers and only had to tow one car.
The first phase of the project is asphalt patching, scheduled for June 9-10. Ten areas have been identified that
require patching. Four of the areas identified for patching will restrict the driving lanes and will require some
residents to park in guest spots to allow for a travel lane around the work area. The inconvenience for the affected
residents should be minimal because the patched areas require no curing time and will be open to vehicular traffic as
soon as the patching is done. The HOA Board will coordinate with the affected residents. Although these patched
areas can be driven on immediately, the contractor must wait for 30 days before the sealant can be applied.
The second phase of the asphalt maintenance is scheduled for July 30-August 8, 2015. This phase includes the
asphalt sealing, crack filling, and then painting/restriping. The community will be divided into three zones:
zone # 1 is 7400 to 7430 Eldorado Street, all of Eldorado Court, and 7422 to 7447 Hallcrest Drive; Zone 2 is the
Eldorado Street oval area continuing down to 7380 Eldorado Street; and Zone 3 is the rest of Hallcrest Drive plus
all of Montcalm Drive. Each zone will be closed to all traffic for a 3-day period during the sealing process. This is
necessary because the treated areas require a minimum 24-36 hour curing time after application.
No traffic is allowed during the curing period which includes pedestrian traffic, pets, skate boards, bicycles, cars,
trucks, etc. Any traffic during the curing period will damage the affected area and require retreatment at significant
additional expense to the HOA. The treated area will remain closed until opened by the contractor or authorized
personnel. The HOA Board will notify delivery, utilities, post office, police /fire stations and other affected organizations well in advance of the scheduled maintenance.
Barriers will be erected during the work for each zone and manned continually (24 hours/day) by volunteers for the
duration of the work. Offsite parking will be arranged by the Board for the residents during the work in their zone.
This is a significant undertaking for the community with procedures that have been refined and improved with many
lessons learned from the previous maintenance cycles. More detailed information will be distributed to the residents
regarding the work schedule, offsite parking and security considerations after coordination with the various utilities,
police/fire departments and other affected organization of this scheduled maintenance and restricted access.
The Association will put out further notices and flyers with more details as we get closer to the time for maintenance. Please let us know of your volunteer availability – we will need help. Also, understand that this schedule is
subject to change because of weather.
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FURNITURE FOR SALE
Our friends the Clements, (who contributed 5 family members to one of our Volunteer Days), are moving and
have some very fine furniture for sale: a tan sofa (8ft X 3.5ft) Excellent condition, asking $400; a burnt orange
velveteen Ottoman with storage, asking $100; oak sofa or TV table, $50; plus a Stanley Stoneleigh mahogany
dining room table with 8 chairs (45 “ wide and 6ft extending 10 ft. with 2 leaves (asking $5100 (over $8,000
new). Call Mary at 703-887-1775.

Spring Growth

1 month after crape myrtles got
radically pruned!
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Concrete repairs of sidewalks and curbs.

The 12 beds of Knockout Roses are
ablaze with blooms
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Board Of Directors
President

M.L. Clark Tyler

7327 Eldorado Street

703-893-3336

Treasurer

Cindy Landrum

7350 Eldorado Court

703-893-2882

Secretary

John Aranha

7317 Eldorado Street

703-462-9791

Director

Glenn Crumley

1744 Chain Bridge Road

703-790-9760

Director

Miriam Braganca

7408 Hallcrest Drive

703-356-8495

Director

Travis Wethington

7311 Eldorado Street

703-431-2551
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See our website at:
www.hallcrestheights.org
Layout by Sam Tyler

The next Board meeting will be held on
Monday June 8 at 7:30 at 7327 Eldorado St.

Hallcrest Heights Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 621
McLean, VA 22101-0621
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